
Plate 100

100a. 2097b: view of “mastaba” from the southeast 
(amr, 1990)

100b. 2097c: remains of mastaba from the south and 
above (rg 24-9, 1989)

100c. 1903x/2091x?: view from north of excavation in 
the area north of 2097 and its subsidiary tombs, per-
haps to be identified with serdabs from which two 
statues were registered in 1926, later called “1903x” or 
“2091x,” and said to be 50 feet north of 2097a (b 9050)
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Plate 101

101a. 1903x/2091x: view from south of excavation (b 9049) 101b. 1093x/2091x: Conventional uninscribed male statue from “serdab” (mfa 
39.929=26–1–133) (c 13962–65)

101c. 1093x/2091x: Uninscribed 
female statue from “serdab.” The 
figure of the woman holding a 
child (26–1–132) is unusual for 
this period (c 13964, 13965)
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Plate 102

102b. 2098: north wall. Fragmentary remains of a scene of Nefer-Khuwi in a carrying-chair ( a 8106)

102a. 2098: west (left) and north walls, illustrating the “bench” between the false doors and the offering table below the northern door ( a 8104)
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Plate 103

103d. 2098: small plaster fragments from north wall (b 9062)

103c. 2098: plaster fragments of text and scene from north wall (b 9061)

103b. 2098: plaster fragments of text and scene from north wall (b 9060)103a. 2098: plaster fragments of text from north wall (b 9059)
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Plate 104

104b. 2098: pillar and west wall 
from east. The northern false 
door and its offering table are at 
right; the southern false door 
(behind the pillar) was removed 
in antiquity (a 8103)

104a. 2098: plaster fragments from north wall in 
situ. The north wall is visible at the top of the pho-
tograph, placing the fragments at the level of the 
middle of the lowest register (a 8067)
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Plate 105

105a. 2098: lower part of northern false door (a 8086) 105b. 2098: west wall, central part of right end. Nefer-khuwi and his wife (a 8087)
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Plate 106

106c. 2098: west wall, middle part of left end. Offerings (top) and men bringing offerings (a 8089)

106b. 2098: west wall, lower part of right end. Butchers (b 9052)

106a. 2098: west wall, upper part of right end. Columns and roof of canopy (b 9051)
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Plate 107

107b. 2098: south wall. Men bringing animals (upper two registers) and personified estates (a 8105)

107a. 2098: west wall, upper part of left end. Piled offerings and top of canopy (a 8088)
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Plate 108

108a. 2098: south wall. Detail of alternating male and female personified estates (b 9054)

108b. 2098: west wall of corridor south of recess, left. Offering list (rg 17-36, 1989) 108c. 2098: west wall of corridor south of recess, right. Offering list. Scale stick is 
held against the corner of the recess (rg 17-32, 1989)
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Plate 109

109a. 2098: upper west 
face of pillar. Text 
(rg 17-8, 1989)

109b. 2098: west face of 
pillar. Nefer-khuwi 
(a 8094)

109c. 2098: upper south 
face of pillar. Text 
(rg 17-14, 1989)

109d. 2098: south face of 
pillar. Nefer-khuwi 
(a 8097)
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Plate 110

110c. 2098 b: leg-contracted, skeletally adult burial, with significant tooth wear (b 9104) 110d. 2098 e: intact blocking of type v d, although no burial was found in the chamber 
behind it (c 14263)

110a. 2098 a: shaft and blocking of type v e (b 9045)
110b. 2098 a: extended, skeletally adult burial, with noticeable tooth wear. The body is presumably that of Nefer-
khuwi (the well-developed supraorbital torus would be consistent with a male), surrounded by the decayed remains 
of his wooden coffin (b 9103)
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Plate 111

111a. 2098 g: entrance to chamber. No blocking (c 14260)

111b. 2098 y: chamber type 7 b, built at the base of the shaft on the east side (b 9046)

111c. 2098 y: burial, tightly bundled in linen wrappings (a 8084)
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Plate 112

112b. 2099: view of false door and shaft a from the east, showing the rubble wall (behind the false 
door) and its coincidence with a change in the coursing of the suppor t wall for the corridor of 2098 
(amr, 1990)

112c. 2099: false door (rg 7-29, 1989)

112a. 2098 y: skeletally adult burial, tightly contracted, after the removal of the linen wrappings. There was apparently significant loss 
of lower teeth (and perhaps also upper ones) before death (a 8085)
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Plate 113

113c. 2099: serdab statue of Kahersetef, also labeled Kednes from 
above. The text is left of his foot. 39–1–19 (b 9040)

113d. 2099: serdab statue of Kahersetef, also labeled Kednes from back, 
showing the recutting of the name. 39–1–19 (b 9041)

113a. 2099: serdab, during excavation (b 9039) 113b. 2099: serdab statue of Kahersetef, also labeled Kednes, left 
front. 39–1–19 (b 9042)
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